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A transport model for relativistic nuclear collisions is developed, incorporating a covariant
mean-field. By modifying the mean field potentials a first order phase transition or rapid
crossover can be obtained at finite temperature or density. At lower densities the mean-fields
are adjusted to reproduce the nuclear matter saturation properties and the optical potential
at normal density. In-medium modifications of hadron properties lead to a dependence of the
collective flow (side-wards or elliptic) and of the particle spectra on the assumed equation of
state. The effects of the formation time and in-medium cross sections are also analyzed.
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We have found that the thermal-model predictions for the ratios of particle multiplicities = §
are sensitive to the values of in-medium hadronic masses. In particular, the ir^/p and K+/j. ^ = i
ratios decrease by about 30% when the masses of all hadrons (except for pseudo-Goldstonc ^ =
bosons) are decreased by 30%. On the other hand, we have found that the modifications o: ^ =
hadronic widths have little (within a few percent) effect on the ratios. =
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We have analyzed subtracted dispersion relations for meson correlators at finite baryon === o
density and temperature. Such relations are needed for QCD sum rules. We point out the = = _i
importance of scattering terms, as well as finite, well-defined subtraction constants. Both ^ =
are necessary for consistency, in particular for the equality of the longitudinal and transverse ^ B
correlators in the limit of the vanishing three-momentum of mesons relative to the medium = =
We present detailed calculations in various mesonic channels for the case of the Fermi gas of
nucleons.
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We have calculated the width for the u —> TTTT decay in nuclear matter in a hadronic
model including mesons, nucleons and Delta isobars. We have found a substantial width of
the longitudinally polarized omega modes, reaching 100 MeV for mesons moving suitably fast
with respect to the nuclear medium.


